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Bike Tribes Mike Magnuson 2012-05-22 A hilarious and essential illustrated field guide that breaks down the tribes
Mortal Heart Robin Lafevers 2014-11-04 Annith's worst fears are realized when she discovers that, despite her

of the bicycling community: from the spandex-clad weekend warriors to the hipsters on street bikes who love to

lifelong training to be an assassin, she is being groomed by the abbess as a Seeress, to be forever shut up in the

laugh at each other (and themselves) Anyone who rides a bike knows the bicycling world is made up of tribes.

convent of Saint Mortain.

From tattooed messengers to pretty urban hipsters to grouchy shop owners, they may look like they live on

Sunny Jason Reynolds 2018-04-10 Sunny tries to shine despite his troubled past in this third novel in the critically

different planets, but they are united by their abiding love of bikes—and often their total disdain of other members

acclaimed Track series from National Book Award finalist Jason Reynolds. Ghost. Patina. Sunny. Lu. Four kids

of this insular world. Bike Tribes is the Preppy Handbook of bicycling, replete with one-of-a-kind illustrations that

from wildly different backgrounds, with personalities that are explosive when they clash. But they are also four

taxonomize the special habits, clothing, preferences, and predilections of cyclists. Mike Magnuson, an avid rider,

kids chosen for an elite middle school track team—a team that could take them to the state championships. They all

bicycling expert, and longtime contributor to Bicycling magazine, covers the basics of racing, etiquette, and apparel

have a lot to lose, but they all have a lot to prove, not only to each other, but to themselves. Sunny is the main

and gear, including running commentary on cycling culture, poking holes in practically every pretension in the

character in this novel, the third of four books in Jason Reynold’s electrifying middle grade series. Sunny is just

cycling world. Bike Tribes is a fun romp through the various subcultures in the bike community—bound to appeal

that—sunny. Always ready with a goofy smile and something nice to say, Sunny is the chillest dude on the

to newcomers and grizzled cyclists alike.

Defenders team. But his life hasn’t always been sun beamy-bright. You see, Sunny is a murderer. Or at least he

Refresh, Refresh Benjamin Percy 2010-09-28 The war in Iraq empties the small town of Tumalo, Oregon, of

thinks of himself that way. His mother died giving birth to him, and based on how Sunny’s dad treats

men—of fathers—leaving their sons to fight among themselves. But the boys' bravado fades at home when, alone,

him—ignoring him, making Sunny call him Darryl, never “Dad”—it’s no wonder Sunny thinks he’s to blame. It

they check e-mail again and again for word from their fathers at the front. Often from fractured homes and

seems the only thing Sunny can do right in his dad’s eyes is win first place ribbons running the mile, just like his

communities, the young men in these breathless stories do the unthinkable to prove to themselves—to

mom did. But Sunny doesn’t like running, never has. So he stops. Right in the middle of a race. With his

everyone—that they are strong enough to face the heartbreak in this world. Set in rural Oregon with the shadow

relationship with his dad now worse than ever, the last thing Sunny wants to do is leave the other newbies—his

of the Cascade Mountains hanging over them, these stories bring you face-to-face with a mad bear, a house with a

only friends—behind. But you can’t be on a track team and not run. So Coach asks Sunny what he wants to do.

basement that opens up into a cave, a nuclear meltdown that renders the Pacific Northwest into a contemporary

Sunny’s answer? Dance. Yes, dance. But you also can’t be on a track team and dance. Then, in a stroke of genius

Wild West. Refresh, Refresh by Benjamin Percy is a bold, fiery, and unforgettable collection that deals with vital

only Jason Reynolds can conceive, Sunny discovers a track event that encompasses the hard beats of hip-hop, the

issues of our time.

precision of ballet, and the showmanship of dance as a whole: the discus throw. But as he practices for this new

After Nothing Comes Aidan Koch 2016-05-10 A collection of early zines that present comics at their most painterly

event, can he let go of everything that’s been eating him up inside?

and poetic.

Four Days of You and Me Miranda Kenneally 2020-05-05 From Miranda Kenneally, author of the beloved high

Star Trek: Boldly Go #3 Mike Johnson 2016-12-14 The hit new ongoing STAR TREK series continues as Captain

school romance Hundred Oaks series, comes a funny enemies to lovers romcom about second, third...maybe even

Kirk and the crew of the U.S.S. Endeavour face an enemy unlike any they've faced before... but an enemy all-too-

fourth chances. Every May 7th, the students at Coffee County High School take a class trip. And every year, Lulu's

familiar to STAR TREK fans!

relationship with Alex Rouvelis gets a little more complicated. Freshman year they went from sworn enemies to

Baba Yaga's Assistant Marika McCoola 2015 See:

more than friends after a close encounter in an escape room. It's been hard for Lulu to quit Alex ever since.

Alexander Von Humboldt Danica Novgorodoff 2022-02-22 Budding botanists, growing geologists, and early

Through break-ups, make-ups, and dating other people, each year's class trip brings the pair back together and

explorers will dive into this picture book biography about the father of ecology, Alexander von Humboldt. The

forces them to confront their undeniable connection. From the science museum to Six Flags, New York City to

captivating prose and art from a New York Times bestselling illustrator will spark a passion for discovery and

London, Lulu learns one thing is for sure: love is the biggest trip of all. Are Lulu and Alex meant to be, or are they

conservation in the youngest readers. Whether sailing across the ocean, hiking through the jungle, or climbing the

better apart? Other teen romance books by Miranda Kenneally: Catching Jordan Stealing Parker Things I Can't

highest volcanic peaks, everywhere Alexander went, he observed the land, animals, and culture. And where

Forget Racing Savannah Breathe, Annie, Breathe Jesse's Girl Defending Taylor Coming Up for Air

others saw differences, Alexander spotted connections. Discover the incredible life of naturalist Alexander von
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Humboldt whose explorations created the basis for modern ecology, whose travels made him one of the most

even though I really don't know how to categorize it, I loved it.”—Happily Ever After/USA Today

famous scientists of his day, and whose curiosities have inspired generations of creative thinkers.

Decelerate Blue Adam Rapp 2017-02-14 The future waits for no one. In this new world, speed and efficiency are

Bad Kitty Drawn to Trouble Nick Bruel 2014-01-07 In this seventh installment of the New York

everything, and the populace zooms along in a perpetually stimulated haze. Angela thinks she's the only person in

Times–bestselling series, Kitty encounters what may be her most formidable foe yet: her creator! Kitty soon learns

her family—maybe the only person on the planet—who sees anything wrong with this picture. But the truth is

that feline manipulation works both ways—especially when you're at the wrong end of your author's pencil.

she's not alone. Angela finds herself recruited into a resistance movement where the key to rebellion is taking

Along the way, Nick shows kids how a book is created, despite the frequent interruptions from you-know-who. A

things slow. In their secret underground hideout, they create a life unplugged from the rapid-fire culture outside.

Neal Porter Book

Can they free the rest of the world before the powers that be shut down their utopian experiment? From

How to Be Happy Eleanor Davis 2014-08-03 A collection of literary comics exploring joy, anguish, fear, and

revolutionary and award-winning playwright Adam Rapp and veteran cartoonist and animator Mike Cavallaro

loneliness.

comes Decelerate Blue, a dark, breath-taking new vision of an all-too-plausible future for America.

Resistance Is Futile Jenny T. Colgan 2015-05-28 Discover this summer's most irregular love story . . . Connie's

A Bride's Story Kaoru Mori 2018-09-25 (Volume 1) Acclaimed creator Kaoru Mori (Emma, Shirley) brings the

smart. She's funny. But when it comes to love, she's only human. As a brilliant mathematician with bright red hair

nineteenth-century Silk Road to lavish life, chronicling the story of Amir Halgal, a young woman from a nomadic

- Connie's used to being considered a little unusual. But when she's recruited for a top-secret code-breaking project,

tribe betrothed to a twelve-year-old boy eight years her junior. Coping with cultural differences, blossoming

nothing can prepare her for working with someone quite as peculiar as Luke. From the Sunday Times bestselling

feelings for her new husband, and expectations from both her adoptive and birth families, Amir strives to find her

author Jenny Colgan comes a charmingly quirky tale of love, friendship . . . and the possible obliteration of

role as she settles into a new life and a new home in a society quick to define that role for her.

mankind. 'Quirky, funny and romantic' Sophie Kinsella 'A riotous cocktail of geeks' Matt Haig, author of The

The Best American Comics 2011 Alison Bechdel 2011 Features excerpts from graphic novels, newspapers,

Humans 'It's not so often that I fall so completely in love with a book . . intelligent, funny, moving and beautiful'

webcomics, and other sources and features work by up-and-coming contributors as well as such established artists as

Rowan Coleman, author of The Memory Book 'Joyous, suspenseful, poignant, funny, heart-breaking, and above all

Joe Sacco, Jeff Smith, and Dash Shaw.

else, a pleasure to read' Claire North, author of The First Fifteen Lives of Harry August Jenny Colgan is the

Meet Me at Midnight Jessica Pennington 2020-04-07 Teens waging a war of practical jokes declare peace when

author of numerous bestselling novels, including Christmas at the Cupcake Café, Little Beach Street Bakery and

they fall for one another in this charming YA romantic comedy from Jessica Pennington. They have a love-hate

Welcome to Rosie Hopkins' Sweetshop of Dreams. As Jenny T. Colgan she has also written the Doctor Who tie-in

relationship with summer. Sidney and Asher should have clicked. Two star swimmers forced to spend their

novel Dark Horizons and several Doctor Who short stories.

summers on a lake together sounds like the perfect match. But it’s the same every year—in between cookouts and

Paknadel & Trakhanov's Turncoat Alex Paknadel 2017-06-28 Written by Alex Paknadel (Arcadia, Assassin's Creed)

boat rides and family-imposed bonfires, Sidney and Asher spend the dog days of summer finding the ultimate

and illustrated by Artyom Trakhanov (Undertow, American Vampire), Paknadel & Trakhanov's Turncoat is a

ways to prank each other. And now, after their senior year, they’re determined to make it the most epic yet. But

gripping exploration of the sociopolitical ramifications of occupation in a post-war civilization where the transition

their plans are thrown in sudden jeopardy when their feud causes their families to be kicked out of their beloved

from oppression to emancipation is anything but clean. It's been three hundred years since humanity was brutally

lake houses. Once in their new accommodations, Sidney expects the prank war to continue as usual. But then she

subjugated by the alien race known as Management and two years since these invaders abandoned Earth to return

gets a note—Meet me at midnight. And Asher has a proposition for her: join forces for one last summer of epic

to their home world. Following her participation in the brutal massacre that caused Management's withdrawal,

pranks, against a shared enemy—the woman who kicked them out. Their truce should make things simpler, but

resistance fighter Marta Gonzalez is riddled with guilt. Rather than join the new human government, she starts

six years of tormenting one another isn’t so easy to ignore. Kind of like the undeniable attraction growing between

her own private detective agency. When a missing persons case lands on her desk, Gonzalez is forced to confront

them. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)

her own bloody past as she delves into the seedy underworld that's bloomed after the alien departure. Collects the

applied.

complete limited series.

Hidden: A Child's Story of the Holocaust Loic Dauvillier 2014-04-01 "A grandmother shares the story of her

The Here and Now Ann Brashares 2014-04-08 From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Sisterhood

experiences in WWII with her grandchild in this graphic novel for young readers"--

of the Traveling Pants series, The Here and Now is an epic star-crossed romance about a girl who might be able to

Bear Ben Queen 2020-09-16 Bear is a guide dog for the blind, and he would do anything for his best friend and

save the world . . . if she lets go of the one thing she’s found to hold on to. Follow the rules. Remember what

owner, Patrick. But when Bear suddenly loses his own vision, he worries that he has lost his purpose! Determined

happened. Never fall in love. The world Prenna James comes from is in ruins. She and the others who escaped are

to protect Patrick at all costs, Bear sets out on a quest to regain his eyesight. Along the way Bear will learn to tap

here to prevent humanity’s destruction. But if they don’t follow The Rules, everything that matters will be gone:

into his other senses and begin to see the world from a new perspective that is at times more rich and colorful than

Friends. Families. Dreams. Love. Ethan Jarves can never know Prenna’s secret. That she’s not from another place.

the world he’s always known. Writer Ben Queen (Disney/Pixar’s Cars 2 and Cars 3) draws inspiration from real

She’s from another time. "This gripping story is set in a world unlike any other and inhabited by beautifully

life stories of how memory can influence how we recall our own surroundings, and artist Joe Todd-Stanton (A

imagined characters that stay with you long after the last page.” – Sara Shepard, bestselling author of Pretty Little

Mouse Called Julian) lovingly renders an unforgettable story of one dog’s grand adventure from the wooded

Liars “An appealing romantic thriller . . . [also] a potent reminder that we inherit the future we buy with our

countryside to the heart of Manhattan where he encounters new friends and discovers his true calling.

actions today.”—Cassandra Clare for the New York Times Book Review “Fast-paced, gripping, and

The 47 Ronin Sean Michael Wilson 2013-11-05 Here is the first historically accurate graphic-novel version of a

romantic.”—Publishers Weekly “Lightning-paced . . . like a cinematic blockbuster.”—Kirkus Reviews “The Here

legendary event in Japanese history. In the eighteenth century, forty-seven samurai avenged the death of their

and Now could just as easily sit among the time-travel sci-fi, coming-of-age, or romantic thrillers of YA. Honestly,

master in a plot involving over two years of secrecy. After succeeding in their mission, the masterless samurai all
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committed ritual suicide. The story, which is a national legend, remains a most potent example of Japan’s deeply

Thunderfeet D. J. Corchin 2013-03-01 Imagination is the greatest superpower.

rooted cultural imperatives of honor, persistence, loyalty, and sacrifice, and of bushido—the samurai code.

Briony Hatch Penelope Skinner 2013 Briony Hatch hates reality. She prefers the fantasy world of her favourite

Super Adjacent Crystal Cestari 2020-03-17 In this fresh new take on the world of superheroes, explore what it's

novels: The Starling Black Adventures, in which ghosts are real and you can cast magic spells to defeat your

like to be the non-super half of a dynamic duo. Spoiler alert: it's not easy being super-adjacent. Claire has always

enemies. In her real life, Briony's parents are getting divorced and her friends are preoccupied by losing weight

wanted to work with superheroes, from collecting Warrior Nation cards as a kid to drafting "What to Say to a

and shagging boys. Worst of all, Briony has almost finished the last ever Starling Black novel; life will soon have

Hero" speeches in her diary. Now that she's landed a coveted internship with the Chicago branch of Warrior

no meaning at all. But Briony is about to learn that fantasy and reality aren't always so easy to distinguish, and life

Nation, Claire is ready to prove she belongs, super or not. But complicating plans is the newest WarNat hero, Girl

doesn't have to be dull as you get older.

Power (aka Joy), who happens to be egotistical and self-important . . . and pretty adorable. Bridgette, meanwhile,

Long Way Down Jason Reynolds 2017-10-24 “An intense snapshot of the chain reaction caused by pulling a

wants out of WarNat. After years of dating the famous Vaporizer (aka Matt), she's sick of playing second, or third,

trigger.” —Booklist (starred review) “Astonishing.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “A tour de force.”

or five-hundredth fiddle to all the people-in-peril in the city of Chicago. Of course, once Bridgette meets

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) A Newbery Honor Book A Coretta Scott King Honor Book A Printz Honor

Claire—who's clearly in need of a mentor and wingman—giving up WarNat becomes slightly more complicated. It

Book A Time Best YA Book of All Time (2021) A Los Angeles Times Book Prize Winner for Young Adult

becomes a lot morecomplicated when Joy, Matt, and the rest of the heroes go missing, leaving only Claire and

Literature Longlisted for the National Book Award for Young People’s Literature Winner of the Walter Dean

Bridgette to save the day. In this fresh and funny take on the world of supers, author Crystal Cestari spotlights

Myers Award An Edgar Award Winner for Best Young Adult Fiction Parents’ Choice Gold Award Winner An

what it's like to be the seemingly non-super half of a dynamic duo with banter-filled romance and bold rescues

Entertainment Weekly Best YA Book of 2017 A Vulture Best YA Book of 2017 A Buzzfeed Best YA Book of 2017

perfect for readers seeking a great escape.

An ode to Put the Damn Guns Down, this is New York Times bestselling author Jason Reynolds’s electrifying

Long Way Down Jason Reynolds 2020-10-13 A Time Best YA Book of All Time (2021) Jason Reynolds’s Newbery

novel that takes place in sixty potent seconds—the time it takes a kid to decide whether or not he’s going to

Honor, Printz Honor, and Coretta Scott King Honor–winning, #1 New York Times bestselling novel Long Way

murder the guy who killed his brother. A cannon. A strap. A piece. A biscuit. A burner. A heater. A chopper. A

Down is now a gripping, galvanizing graphic novel, with haunting artwork by Danica Novgorodoff. Will’s older

gat. A hammer A tool for RULE Or, you can call it a gun. That’s what fifteen-year-old Will has shoved in the back

brother, Shawn, has been shot. Dead. Will feels a sadness so great, he can’t explain it. But in his neighborhood,

waistband of his jeans. See, his brother Shawn was just murdered. And Will knows the rules. No crying. No

there are THE RULES: No. 1: Crying. Don’t. No matter what. No. 2: Snitching Don’t. No matter what. No. 3:

snitching. Revenge. That’s where Will’s now heading, with that gun shoved in the back waistband of his jeans,

Revenge Do. No matter what. But bullets miss. You can get the wrong guy. And there’s always someone else

the gun that was his brother’s gun. He gets on the elevator, seventh floor, stoked. He knows who he’s after. Or

who knows to follow the rules…

does he? As the elevator stops on the sixth floor, on comes Buck. Buck, Will finds out, is who gave Shawn the gun

The Thinking Woman's Guide to Real Magic Emily Croy Barker 2013-08-01 An imaginative story of a woman

before Will took the gun. Buck tells Will to check that the gun is even loaded. And that’s when Will sees that one

caught in an alternate world—where she will need to learn the skills of magic to survive Nora Fischer’s

bullet is missing. And the only one who could have fired Shawn’s gun was Shawn. Huh. Will didn’t know that

dissertation is stalled and her boyfriend is about to marry another woman. During a miserable weekend at a

Shawn had ever actually USED his gun. Bigger huh. BUCK IS DEAD. But Buck’s in the elevator? Just as Will’s

friend’s wedding, Nora wanders off and walks through a portal into a different world where she’s transformed

trying to think this through, the door to the next floor opens. A teenage girl gets on, waves away the smoke from

from a drab grad student into a stunning beauty. Before long, she has a set of glamorous new friends and her

Dead Buck’s cigarette. Will doesn’t know her, but she knew him. Knew. When they were eight. And stray

romance with gorgeous, masterful Raclin is heating up. It’s almost too good to be true. Then the elegant veneer

bullets had cut through the playground, and Will had tried to cover her, but she was hit anyway, and so what she

shatters. Nora’s new fantasy world turns darker, a fairy tale gone incredibly wrong. Making it here will take skills

wants to know, on that fifth floor elevator stop, is, what if Will, Will with the gun shoved in the back waistband

Nora never learned in graduate school. Her only real ally—and a reluctant one at that—is the magician Aruendiel,

of his jeans, MISSES. And so it goes, the whole long way down, as the elevator stops on each floor, and at each stop

a grim, reclusive figure with a biting tongue and a shrouded past. And it will take her becoming Aruendiel’s

someone connected to his brother gets on to give Will a piece to a bigger story than the one he thinks he knows. A

student—and learning magic herself—to survive. When a passage home finally opens, Nora must weigh her “real

story that might never know an END…if Will gets off that elevator. Told in short, fierce staccato narrative verse,

life” against the dangerous power of love and magic. For lovers of Lev Grossman's The Magicians series (The

Long Way Down is a fast and furious, dazzlingly brilliant look at teenage gun violence, as could only be told by

Magicians and The Magician King) and Deborah Harkness's All Souls Trilogy (A Discovery of Witches and Shadow

Jason Reynolds.

of Night).

Not a Cat: a memoir Winter Miller 2022-03-22 A funny, expansive, affirming story with a powerful message of

Godzilla: Rage Across Time #1 Jeremy Robinson 2016-08-24 Move over dinosaurs... monsters used to rule the

self-determination for young kids: No one can label us if we do not allow ourselves to be labeled. Our identities are

planet! Travel to different time periods to examine the origin of myths that fueled nightmares! In this first

ours to choose and to live. Between his opening greeting and the bookend closing page on which he stalks away

installment, Godzilla brings his terror to feudal Japan!

after taking no questions, Gato wants to make one thing perfectly clear: Although he has four legs, two ears, and a

Shattered Jeff Yang 2012 A collection of comics cover topics from ethnic kid shows, China's AIDS policy, and

long, long tail, the word “cat” does not define him. His identity is his alone to describe and determine. With the

airline security procedures to the untold back-story of Flash Gordon's nemesis Ming the Merciless and the gritty

help of Danica Novgorodoff’s laugh-out-loud illustrations, he takes us on a tour of his adventures, accomplishments,

reality of a day in the life of a young Koreatown gangster.

and daily activities that makes mincemeat of our first impressions. He wears a sweater and a leash, so is he a dog?

The Undertaking of Lily Chen Danica Novgorodoff 2014-03-25 "Fictional graphic novel telling a magical realist

He runs in pastures, so is he a horse? He likes flowers, so is he a bee? He swims, so is he a duck? He has flown in

story set in the world of the black market for deceased brides in China"--

airplanes and ridden in subways, so is he a person? Maybe he’s all those things, but what he truly is, he wants us to
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know, is Gato. To underline the story’s message of empowerment and self-identity, the back cover and backmatter

been developed to take a small crew to an earth-like, habitable planet in a nearby system in an attempt to begin

include photos of the real Gato (Winter Miller’s cat) doing everything he claims and more. Signs on walls,

colonization/repopulation. The internet is now telepathic and referred to as the “innernet.” When the hub is

headlines in newspapers, New Yorker cartoon homages, and sight gags on every page reward repeated readings

revealed to be a human child, Melody McCabe is hired to develop the new nexus on the second International

and will make this book the first one that parents reach for at bedtime.

Space Station. Working within the structure of sci-fi, Nod Away moves back and forth between physical and

The Family Unit Laurence Klavan 2014-08-19 “Wonderfully strange tales―cunningly written―eerie and satiric

psychological worlds, utilizing traditional and abstract storytelling styles to explore what consciousness could be,

by turn” from the Edgar Award–winning author of The Cutting Room (David Greenspan, five-time Obie

where it could possibly be located, and what function or point it might serve.

Award–winning author). The Family Unit and Other Fantasies is a superb collection of darkly comic, largely

The Crossover Kwame Alexander 2014 A middle-grade novel in verse follows the experiences of twin basketball

fantastical stories set in our jittery, polarized, increasingly impersonal age. Whether it’s the tale of a corporation that

stars Josh and Jordan, who struggle with challenges on and off the court while their father ignores his declining

buys a man’s family; two mysterious survivors of a superstorm who are given shelter by a gullible couple; an

health. 20,000 first printing.

erotic adventure set during an urban terrorist alert; or a nightmare in which a man sees his neighborhood being

Crafty Cat and the Great Butterfly Battle Charise Mericle Harper 2018-04-24 "Sometimes school can be scary and

developed and disappearing at a truly alarming speed; these stories are by turn funny and frightening, uncanny,

even embarrassing, but not today. Today is Birdie's birthday, and everything will be perfect! Birdie's panda-riffic

and unnerving. “A masterful, unnervingly funny collection set in a society with no place to hide: in other words,

cupcakes are beautiful, and there's one for everyone. She will be the star of the class. But then . . . disaster! A trip

our own.” —Irina Reyn, award-winning author of Mother Country “Laurence Klavan uncovers the places you

and fall on the way to school means no more cupcakes! Who can save the day? Who can make the class smile

didn’t know exist, the gaps between everyday life and existential horror, where the disconnect between reality

again? This is a job for Birdie's alter ego . . . the amazing crafty cat! After a quick transformation, Birdie is ready.

and the weird operates its quiet and subtle magic.” —Maxim Jakubowski, author and editor of The Mammoth Book

She's not afraid of sticky paws or paper cuts. She's not afraid of anything, even Anya, the class bully. It's time to get

of Erotica “Disturbing, surprising, and unflinchingly intimate, Laurence Klavan’s stories make the mundane

crafting! Includes fun and simple instructions for do-it-yourself crafting activities"--Provided by publisher.

bizarre and are absolutely engrossing.” —Danica Novgorodoff, author of The Undertaking of Lily Chen

This Train Is Being Held Ismvée Williams 2020-02-11 Alex is a baseball player. A great one. His papi is pushing

Goodnight Punpun, Vol. 2 Inio Asano 2016-06-21 Punpun was an average kid in an average town... But things

him to go pro, but Alex maybe wants to be a poet. Not that Papi would understand or allow that. Isa is a dancer.

have changed. The love of his life wants to kill him. His parents got divorced. And God is being mean to him.

She'd love to go pro, if only her Havana-born mom weren't dead set against it...just like she's dead set against her

What are you going to do now, Punpun? -- VIZ Media

daughter falling for a Latino. And Isa's privileged private-school life—with her dad losing his job and her older

The Reburialists J. C. Nelson 2016-03-01 The author of Wish Bound and the Grimm Agency novels returns with

brother struggling with mental illness—is falling apart. Not that she'd ever tell that to Alex. Fate—and the New

an all-new urban fantasy novel! Burying the dead is easy. Keeping them down is difficult. At the Bureau of

York City subway—bring Alex and Isa together. Is it enough to keep them together when they need each other

Special Investigations, agents encounter all sorts of paranormal evils. So for Agent Brynner Carson, driving a stake

most?

through a rampaging three-week-old corpse is par for the course. Except this cadaver is different. It’s talking—and

Invisible Kingdom Volume 1 G. Willow Wilson 2019-11-05 Eisner Winner for Best New Series of 2020! Hugo and

it has a message about his father, Heinrich. The reanimated stiff delivers an ultimatum written in bloody

World Fantasy Award-winning author G. Willow Wilson (Ms. Marvel) and acclaimed artist Christian Ward (2020

hieroglyphics, and BSI Senior Analyst Grace Roberts is called in to translate. It seems that Heinrich Carson stole the

Eisner Winner for Best Painter/Digital Artist on this title) team up for an epic sci-fi saga! In a small solar system in

heart of Ra-Ame, the long-dead god of the Re-Animus. She wants it back. The only problem is Heinrich took the

a far-flung galaxy, two women—one a young religious acolyte and the other, a hard-bitten freighter

secret of its location to his grave. With the arrival of Ra-Ame looming and her undead army wreaking havoc,

pilot—uncover a conspiracy between the leaders of the most dominant religion and an all-consuming mega-

Brynner and Grace must race to find the key to stopping her. It’s a race they can’t afford to lose, but then again, it’s

corporation. On the run from reprisals on both sides, this unlikely pair must decide where their loyalties lie—and

just another day on the job . . .

risk plunging the world into anarchy if they reveal the truth. Collects Invisible Kingdom #1–#5.

Nod Away Joshua Cotter 2016-02-10 Nod Away is set on a near-future version of earth. A deep space transport has

Slow Storm Danica Novgorodoff 2008
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